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Vectorial four-wave mixing field dynamics from individual excitonic transitions
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Degenerate four-wave mixing �FWM� from individual localized excitonic transitions is measured using a

dual-polarization extension of heterodyne spectral interferometry. A fine-structure splitting �FSS� of the local-

ized excitons of 20–80 �eV is observed, revealing a spatially anisotropic localization in the quantum well

plane, preferentially oriented along the �110� direction. The ratio of the transition dipole moments of the FSS

transitions is in the range 0.7–1.4, with no significant correlation to the FSS. Retrieving both polarization

components of the FWM in amplitude and phase we measure the time-resolved polarization state of the exciton

after pulsed excitation, showing a coherent evolution oscillating between linear and virtually circular polariza-

tion. The polarization of the created FWM state is a result of the initial polarization state created by the first

excitation pulse, its free evolution up to the arrival of the second pulse, and its conversion into the FWM

controlled by the polarization of the second pulse.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.78.041103 PACS number�s�: 78.47.Fg, 78.47.jj, 78.47.jm, 78.47.nj

With the recent development of the heterodyne spectral
interferometry �HSI� technique,1 the measurement of the
nonlinear coherent response, e.g., four-wave mixing �FWM�,
of individual localized two-level systems has become fea-
sible. Standard FWM experiments2,3 rely on directional se-
lection of the nonlinear optical response and therefore are not
suited for emitters localized to subwavelength regions, like
excitons confined in quantum dots. HSI overcomes this limi-
tation by taking advantage of an effective frequency selec-
tion of the FWM signal, relying only on the time invariance
of the system investigated. HSI has been used to determine
broadening mechanisms and measure microscopic dephasing
time within finite, inhomogenously broadened ensembles of
excitons4 or transitions experiencing spectral wandering.5 By
applying spectral interferometry,6 the FWM is retrieved both
in amplitude and phase. This permits not only to obtain com-
plete information about the state vector on the Bloch sphere,
but also allows the resonant observation of coherent control
of excitons on ultrafast time scales.7 By performing delay-
time dependent HSI and transforming—in analog to NMR
techniques8,9—the data into a two-frequency representation
R−1,2�� ,�1�, one can observe and classify coherent coupling
between individual localized excitons.1 Similar two-

dimensional techniques are used to investigate many-body

interactions in quantum wells10 and vibrational and elec-

tronic coupling in molecules.11 HSI is therefore a powerful

tool for coherent characterization, ultrafast coherent control,

and manipulation of excitonic qbits.

In this work we extend the HSI technique to a dual-

polarization scheme �DHSI�, which allows us to simulta-

neously measure both polarization components of the field in

phase and amplitude, completely determining the time or

spectrally resolved polarization state of the FWM. A similar

technique has been introduced12 and used for FWM from

quantum wells earlier.13,14 We demonstrate DHSI for FWM

of excitons localized in monolayer islands of a 5 nm thick

growth interrupted GaAs/AlAs quantum well. Owing to their

large lateral size of a few tens of nanometers, confined exci-

tons exhibit high oscillator strengths and are well suited for

measuring their coherent response. This sample has been

previously investigated4,7,15 and its properties have been

simulated.16 Here we focus on the fine-structure splitting
�FSS� of the bright exciton into two nondegenerate, orthogo-
nally linearly polarized transitions.17 The direction of the lin-
ear polarization is dictated by the in-plane anisotropy of the
localizing structure. In nanostructures made of zincblende
crystal structures grown in �001� direction, in which �001� is
also the direction of strongest quantum confinement, the in-

plane directions of anisotropy are �11̄0� and �110�. While the
local confinement potential due to the random disorder of the
growth interfaces results in a random component of the an-
isotropy, the observed anisotropy directions are typically

aligned along �11̄0� and �110�,17–20 revealing an anisotropic
interface roughness. This is generally attributed to different
surface mobilities of the group III element along these two
directions, induced by the surface reconstruction during
growth. We report here on transitions having their FSS pref-

erentially along these directions. Due to valence-band mix-

ing and elongation of the exciton center-of-mass wave func-

tion, the degeneracy of the optical dipole moment � of the

two transitions is also lifted,21,22 so that in general ��11̄0�

���110�. Using FWM the transition dipole moments � can

be measured using the FWM intensity IF��8. By simulta-

neously detecting the FWM signal along �110� and �11̄0�
directions, the relative phase between both components is

obtained, which allows to fully describe the time-dependent

polarization state, not accessible using photoluminescence

�PL�. Moreover, PL is influenced by the capture rate, pre-

venting the measurement of transition dipole moments.

Our experiments are based on the setup described in Refs.

1 and 15. A pair of spectrally shaped optical pulse trains P1,2,

with a controlled relative time delay �, is frequency up

shifted by �1 and �2 using acousto-optical modulators

�AOMs�. These “phase cycled” excitation fields are recom-

bined into the same spatial mode and focused onto the

sample surface by a microscope objective of 0.85 NA. The

objective is mounted on a x-y-z translation stage inside a

helium immersion cryostat. The emitted FWM field is re-

trieved by detecting the interference with a reference pulse

train at the FWM frequency �F=2�2−�1. Using a defined

time ordering of reference and signal fields, we perform
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spectral interferometry to obtain the spectrally- or time-

resolved FWM field in amplitude and phase. The polariza-

tion states of the excitation and reference fields were con-

trolled by � /2 and � /4 wave plates. The dual-polarization

detection is realized by a birefringent calcite plate cut at 45°

in front of the spectrometer input slit, displacing the foci of

the �11̄0� and �110� linear polarization components by about

120 �m along the slit. Their spectra are measured individu-

ally in vertically displaced regions of the charge coupled

device detector. In the following we will indicate the polar-

ization of P1, P2, and detection by a triplet �→ր��, where

the individual symbols are arrows for linear polarization

along its direction �horizontal for �11̄0��, and � for circular

polarization, respectively. Dual polarization detection is in-

dicated as +. The P1 beam has a fluence in the focus at the

sample of �1 �J /cm2 per pulse of �200 fs duration, and

the relative power of P1, P2, and reference is 1:2:5. All data

were taken at a sample temperature of T=7 K. When fre-

quencies are given in energy units, they are multiplied by �.

The averaged PL spectrum confocally excited over a re-

gion of �4	5� �m2 size is presented in Fig. 2�a�. One can

observe emission from various localized transitions and from

a high density of states at the high energy side originating

from the next monolayer thickness. The fractional monolayer

thickness of the selected sample region leads to a low spec-

tral and spatial density of localized states,16 enabling us to

find a region dominated by a single transition within the

focal area both in PL and FWM �see black peak in Fig. 2�a��.
This transition is investigated in the following. The spec-

trally resolved FWM intensity for �→→→� polarization,

and its delay-time dependence is shown in the left panel of

Fig. 1. We have verified that the spectral wandering of this

transition is not significant using the time-resolved FWM

data IF�t ,��, which shows no sign of photon echo formation.4

From the measured linewidth of �40 �eV FWHM, a ho-

mogenous linewidth of 
= �7�4� �eV FWHM is deduced

taking into account the spectral response of the setup de-

scribed by a Voigt profile of 22 �eV Gaussian and 9 �eV

Lorentzian width.23 This linewidth is in agreement with the
polarization decay time T2= �400�100� ps deduced from
the decay dynamics24 averaged over the spectral region
marked by dashed-dotted lines in Fig. 1. Such a long dephas-
ing time is likely to be due to radiative decay.16 We find that
in the present experiment using 200 fs pulses �see red dashed

line in Fig. 2�a��, the measured 
 increases approximately

linearly with the excitation power, by about

�5 �eV / ��J /cm2�, significantly more than observed previ-

ously in experiments using 2 ps long pulses.7 This can be

understood by the spectrally wider excitation, which is more

prone to excite extended excitonic states, resulting in an ef-

fect similar to excitation induced dephasing.25

For �↑↑↑� polarization, we find a spectrally shifted re-

sponse �Fig. 1 top right�. From the missing cross-talk be-

tween the two transitions in the FWM spectra, we can con-

clude that they are polarized to within �10° along �11̄0� and

�110�, respectively. The FSS of this transition is measured to

be �FS=��110�−��11̄0�= �54�2� �eV. From the FWM inten-

sity ratio of the two transitions we can determine their rela-

tive oscillator strength to be ��11̄0� /��110�=1.069�0.005. In

order to excite an excitonic wave packet, we use �րրր�
polarization, for which the two transitions are excited with

approximately equal strength. In this case, the first-order co-

herence created by P1 has a time-dependent polarization di-

rection, oscillating from ր to �+ to տ to �− to ր, so that

the density grating amplitude �exp�−� /T2�cos��FS� /2� cre-

ated by the ր polarized P2 is oscillating.20 The resulting

oscillation in the FWM intensity I����exp�−2� /T2��1
+cos��FS��� is observed in the delay scan IF�� ,�� shown in

Fig. 1 bottom right. The quantum beat, which occurs equally

on both resonances, is well described by this prediction with

�FS= �55�3� �eV �see blue solid line�, in agreement with

the splitting measured in the FWM spectra.

In order to gain a statistical insight into distribution of

FSS energies and their relation to dipole moment ratios be-

tween polarization components, we have probed a fixed

sample area of �4	5� �m2 and picked up 22 localized tran-
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Spectrally resolved FWM intensity

IF�� ,�� versus delay time � from a homogenously broadened local-

ized exciton transition. Left: �→→→� polarization. Bottom: Linear

gray scale plot from white �zero� to black, and resonant FWM

IF�� ,�X� with fitted exponential decay �solid�. Top: IF�0,��. Right

bottom: as left, but �րրր� polarization. Fit of IF�� ,�X� �see

text�—solid line. Right top: IF�0,�� for �→→→� �solid� and �↑↑↑�
�dotted� polarization.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� FWM intensity of the investigated

transition �black peak�, averaged PL spectrum �gray area� nonreso-

nantly excited at 1.69 eV measured from a sample region of �4
	5� �m2 size around the probed transition, FWM excitation spec-

trum ��200 fs long pulse, dashed line�, spectral region in �b� is

marked by vertical dashed-dotted lines. �b� FSS energies �FS �black

circles� and corresponding dipole moment ratios ��11̄0� /��110� �open

squares� as a function of ��11̄0� �c���11̄0� /��110� as a function of �FS.
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sitions exhibiting strong FWM and significant �FS

20 �eV. The resulting distribution of FSS energies shows
��FS� up to 80 �eV with an average of �40 �eV. Further-
more, we find that in nearly all cases �FS0 and

��11̄0� /��110�1, i.e., the �11̄0� polarized transition is at
lower energy and has the larger oscillator strength. This is

due to the anisotropic localization,17,18,26 with the longer ex-

tension along the �11̄0� direction. The fraction of transitions

which are aligned along �11̄0� within �15° �resulting in a

cross-talk in the FWM intensity below 10%� is �70%. The

values of �FS and ��11̄0� /��110� for these transitions as func-

tion of their transition energy ��11̄0� and ��11̄0� /��110� as a

function of �FS are shown in Figs. 2�b� and 2�c�. No signifi-

cant correlation between any of these quantities is visible.

We now turn to the dual-polarization detection of the

FWM field in amplitude and phase, with which the time-

resolved polarization state of an exciton can be fully deter-

mined. To do so we use a ր polarized reference field, having

equal amplitude and zero phase shift between the two de-

tected polarization components along → and ↑. To compen-

sate for different sensitivities and phase shifts of the two

polarizations in the detection �mainly due to the grating in

the spectrometer and the birefringence of the AOM�, we use

the instantaneous FWM at zero delay, i.e., the field E�F��
=0, t=0�, which is dominated by the isotropic GaAs bulk

response. E�F�0,0� is therefore expected to be polarized along

ր for �րր+� configuration. Any deviation from this polar-

ization measured in the DHSI is compensated by normaliz-

ing and phase shifting the ↑ polarized field component EF↑ so

that EF→�0,0�=EF↑�0,0�. This instantaneous FWM corre-

sponds to a spectrally broad background, which we removed

from E�F by setting the field for t�0.25 ps to zero in the

FWM data analyzed in the following. To suppress noise and

weaker transitions spectrally distinct from the main transi-

tion, we transform the data to the spectral domain, filter with

a Gaussian centered on the transition energy �see insets in

Fig. 3�, and transform the result back to the time domain.

The intensity full width at half maximum �FWHM� �� of the

Gaussian filter results in a convolution of the time-domain

data with a Gaussian of FWHM �t= �4 ln�2����−1, limiting

the time resolution of the resulting data. The result of this

procedure is shown in Fig. 3 for �րր+� and ���+� con-

figuration. The relative phase between both polarization

components �Figs. 3�a� and 3�c�� shows a linear slope pro-

portional to the FSS. The FWM field amplitudes �Figs. 3�b�
and 3�d�� are decaying with time, and show some additional

beating dynamics. The finite spectral resolution of the spec-

trometer used in the experiment results in a response in the

time-resolved data which is decreasing with increasing time t

�see dashed-dotted line in Fig. 3�b�� which is relevant but not

detrimental.

An intuitive representation of the polarization state dy-

namics is given by the angles of the polarization ellipse27

�� ,�� �marked on the Poincaré sphere in the inset of Fig.

4�b�, which are the azimuth angle of the ellipse and the arcus

tangens of the ellipticity, respectively. They are connected

with the Stokes parameters by 2�=arctan�U /Q�, 2�
=arctan�V /�Q2+U2�, with Q= �E→�2− �E↑�

2, U=2R�E→E↑
��,

V=2I�E→E↑
��, and R and I real and imaginary part, respec-

tively. The representation of the FWM data in �2� ,2�� is

given in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�. In the evolution of � we observe

a continuous clockwise rotation of the polarization ellipse,

and a temporal oscillation of � showing the evolution be-

tween linear and nearly circular polarization. This behavior

is illustrated in Fig. 4�c�, where the polarization ellipses for

different times after collinear excitation are depicted. Here
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we directly observe evolution from initially almost linear
polarization, through the elliptical polarization state, to ro-
tated linear polarization, toward elliptical polarization of the
opposite sign, and finally back to the initial linear polariza-
tion direction. Another convenient representation of the mea-
sured time-resolved polarization state is presented in the in-
set of Fig. 4, where the time path of the Stokes vector over
the Poincaré sphere is depicted for �րր+�. The dynamics
of an ideal pair of coupled oscillators, i.e., having the same
field amplitudes �green thin lines in Fig. 4� is showing a
qualitatively similar dynamics, with the deviations due to the
different initial amplitudes and the residual noise in the ex-

perimental data. The time range of the experiment is limited

to about 80 ps due to the radiative decay and the limited

spectral resolution of our setup �see Figs. 3�b� and 3�d��.
Because only the coherent FWM emission is measured, the

Stokes vector remains on the sphere surface. Finally, com-

paring the polarization dynamics of �րր+� and ���+� con-

figuration, the main difference is a time shift, as predicted

from the different initial phase, zero and � /2, between the

FSS states.

In conclusion, we have extended the HSI technique to a

dual-polarization detection scheme �DHSI�. By retrieving the

vectorial FWM field emitted by a single localized fine-

structure split exciton, we have completely measured its

time-resolved polarization dynamics. We have confirmed that

the fine-structure splitting introduces an state evolution in

agreement with the theory for two linearly polarized coupled

excitonic transitions. DHSI is not limited to the particular

system studied here, but can be employed to describe the

coherent evolution of any set of localized optical transitions.

We acknowledge support by the UK EPSRC under Con-

tract No. EP/D025303/1, and Brian Patton for discussions

and contributions to the experimental setup.
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